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ABSTRACT 
 
Traditional production processes can be complemented by Digital manufacturing 
processes. This enables you to produce prototypes, tools and final parts directly from CAD 
data. Digital manufacturing fosters dramatic reductions in delivery times and production 
costs while improving the overall product quality. The process parameters can be 
optimized by relevant software tools, which directly influence the product quality and the 
system working cycle. At the same time they enable users to complete most of the process 
preparation actions with offline programming in advance, without access to the work cell. 
This makes the robotic system competitive for both large and small series, or even for 
unique products. Tecnomatix  Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) software, which is 
developed by Siemens, can be recognized as an integrated and information driven approach 
to all aspects of a product from its design inception through to its manufacturing, 
deployment, maintenance, culminating in its removal from service and final disposal. At 
present it has allowed the companies to virtually build and simulate their production 
processes through the development of PLM software. This makes it possible to have the 
physical attributes of the production right from the start. Robots and their program can be 
simulated and verified in a virtual environment.  

We did a case study to understand how the industrial robots cells are constructed and 
programmed. AAPICO Hitech Public Company Limited ,a company located in Thailand 
that manufactures sub automotive parts was selected for this study. Our research is based 
on one of the arc welding robot cells in AAPICO. Conventionally, Engineers at AAPICO 
use cad simulations to first verify the process sequence of the cell and then construct the 
actual cell at the shop floor. The robot program is done via conventional teaching methods 
that follows the virtual layout simulation. Cell control PLC program is developed by 
Engineers from outside. The conventional teaching method programming is a time 
consuming process. Outside engineers spend a long time to develop the cell control PLC 
program, debugging and commissioning at shop floor which leads to increase in 
production time and cost. This thesis aims to demonstrate how digital manufacturing could 
be used for cell designing and programming more efficiently than conventional methods. 

We develop offline programming for both robot operation and cell control operations by 
developing a virtual cad layout. We did this without access to the work floor production 
process in existing arc welding cell in AAPICO shop floor. We verified the generated 
robot program by downloading it to the virtual robot controller and afterwards, the 
developed cell program will be verified by integrating it to the virtual environment via an 
OPC server. Further using above offline programming concept we discuss the procedure of 
developing offline programming for both robot weld operation and welding cell sequence 
prior to the actual cell construction using the virtual system layout.  

Using this knowledge AAPICO should be able to create both robot and cell program, 
optimize it and predict the cycle time using virtual cell layout prior to actual system 
construction thereby, reducing the time spent on cell planning and testing by half. 

Keywords: Digital manufacturing, Robot cell designing, Robot cell simulation, Offline 
programming, OPC protocol 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Background 

 
Robots are highly use in industry. But designing a robot cell and develop cell control 

program including the robot program definitely require a knowledge of a specialized 

persons, increase the production time. Further it leads to destructive testing such as 

commissioning and debugging the program. After install the robot in shop floor; to Figure  

out the optimum position of a robot, effective welding path and collision free path engineer 

should carried out the testing’s repeatedly. All these things increase the excessive 

production time cost. Conventionally industrial robots are programmed by robot teaching 

methods. This process takes days, weeks depend on the complexity of the robot operation. 

So it is time consuming process.  

Digital factory concept help to using cad geometries to analysis the cell process and verify 

the manufacturing process. Because digital factory concept is allow to predicting the cycle 

time, planning, testing and optimize the work cell operation by using virtual layout much 

before the cell is constructed in the shop floor. Another advantage of digital factory 

concept is using the virtual layout’s robot motion simulation, it allows to develop the robot 

offline program. Further by help of adding signals and sensors to the virtual layout it is 

provide the effective way to generate the cell control program ( PLC). Later stage by 

integrating the virtual layout and cell control program via opc server we can debug the 

PLC program and verified it. It is named as virtual commissioning. Therefore digital 

factory concept is highly applied in industry.  In this thesis we discuss how we can apply 

digital factory concept to the existing robot cell and using virtual cad layout how we can 

developed the offline program.   

The following report will basically discuss about the process of designing the virtual layout 

following the real arc welding cell in AAPICO. Further, report will discuss about the 

development of the robot program for the welding process and cell program according to 

the CAD simulate file. Finally, report will elaborate about the virtual commissioning of the 

robot program and cell program for evaluating and testing process.  

Nowadays, development of PLM software has encouraged companies to perform virtually 

by building and simulating their production process. Therefore, companies were able to 

have the physical attributes of the production right from the start. Robots and their 

programs can be simulated and verified in a virtual environment. 
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1.1.1 Arc Welding Robot Cell and Digital Virtual Robot Cell 

Arc welding is one of welding process highly use in automotive industry, machine 

manufacturers. and agricultural machine manufacturers. In this welding process metal is 

welded using heat generated by an electric arc struck between two electrodes or metal 

work piece and electrode. 

 

Among rapidly growing arc welding process GMAW (Gas Metal Arc Welding) station and 

the GTAW (Gas Tungsten Arc Welding) stations are two common stations which   are 

done by using arc welding robots. These robots are programmed to move welding torch 

along the welding path in a given orientation and as mentioned in above generally these 

robots are programmed and minimum optimization will be find out with the help of robot 

reaching teaching model which is time consuming and expensive. As a result, today 

industrial engineers prefer to design the robot cell in a virtual environment and program the 

robot with the help of cad simulation and then download the developed program to the 

robot controller. This concept is called as “Digital Virtual Robot Cell Concept” and the 

programming process is known as offline programming.  

 

1.1.2 Tecnomatix PLM Software for Advance Robot Cell Simulation and Virtual 

Commissioning 

Tecnomatix PLM software by Siemens` is one of the leading software which is used to 

carry out Digital Factory Concept. Through Tecnomatix, factory environment can be 

created virtually, then the work cell can be tested and, validated and optimized before 

actual cell construct. Tecnomatix has the facility to virtually create and simulate pick and 

place, robot arc and spot welding processes and painting process.  Advantages of 

Tecnomatix includes, it allows user to calculate the optimum placement of the robot to 

avoid collision with the help of “Collision Viewer” option. Further, it has the ability to 

check the best weld angle where the robot can reach the weld location by avoiding 

collision with the jigs. It will write the robot program and cell program and validate it 

using the virtual commissioning.  

In industry offline robot programming techniques and simulation systems highly popular 

since it enable the creation and optimization of the programs without interfering with 

production process in order to reduce downtimes. On the other hand off-line programming 

offers the possibility of using simulation technology to make experiments with a variety of 

scenarios and processes. Based on cad layout simulation of the robot working process 
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robot program can be generated and it can upload to the virtual robot and can be validated 

the program as virtual commissioning of robot program. 

PLC program are widely used to automate the robot cell and they synchronies the jigs 

clamps sensor operations along with robot process. PLC program generation integration in 

a 3D-integrated virtual environment allow to work in parallel and share information from 

both mechanical design and control departments. Based on the time base and CEE (cyclic 

event evaluation) simulation facility in PLM software enables easy generation of PLC 

programs directly from the virtual manufacturing model and allow for virtual 

commissioning prior to building the equipment on the shop floor.  

With the help of virtual manufacturing model and connecting via the OPC protocol actual 

PLC programs can be evaluated and tested against different scenarios. Regularly the last 

phase in the construction of a production cell, when the mechanical and electrical parts are 

already finished includes writing the PLC program. This is a tedious and time consuming 

task for automation engineers to write and verify the PLC programs. To overcome these 

issues PLM software enables to develop and verify the PLC code while cell is being 

constructed.   

 
 

1.2   Statement of the Problems 
 
AAPICO has used Tecnomatics software for designing and verifying the cell process. But 
Tecnotacis software has facility to develop the offline programming for the robot weld 
operation and cell control program.  

 
Our goal is to verify, simulate, analyze, and optimize arc welding process in existing robot 
cell by use of full facility provide by the Tecnomatix software in digital virtual 
environment without disturb actual production system. With the use of offline 
programming facility final goal is to generate the robot program and cell controlled 
program. This may help to reduce the time wasting in shop floor since existing robot 
program has done by teaching mode by following the cad simulation and cell controlled 
program has developed by outside engineers.  
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1.3 Objectives 
 

1. Using system virtual layout develop the robot weld operation. 
2. To do the offline program, and then to generate the robot weld operation program, 

which can be downloaded to the real robot controller. 
3. Develop the System layout by adding sensors and signals in order to help create the 

cell control program (PLC) and in later stages,use this layout for debug the PLC 
program.  

4. Verify the Robot program by downloading to the virtual robot controller 
 

1.4 Scope and Limitation  
 

Scope 
To study and understand the process simulations which is done by AAPICO.  
To develop the offline programming using the virtual layout without access to the real 
system in the shop floor.  
To test virtually the PLC program which is integrated with cad designed through the OPC 
server. To optimize the existing robot cell and develop offline program.  
 
Limitations  

 When we develop the new robot cell we have to start with the designing of the cad 
design. But AAPICO has provided all the cad model of parts in the cell. They are; 

 Jigs and fixtures  
 Welding parts 
 OTC robot cad modal 
 Sensor locations 

 To generate the offline robot program in particular robot language and more 
accurately follow the given trajectory it is required to have special packages or 
modules by Siemens or robot manufacturing company. But OTC robot does not 
consist of the above two modules. So default robot controller is used for 
downloading the robot program. 

 Since limited time period we could not integrate the virtual layout and PLC 
programmed via OPC server.  
Actual cell has higher number of inputs and outputs. We have reduced some input 
output, for the simplification 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
2.1 Robot cell layouts  
 
There are three types of robot work sell.  

1. Robot- centered work cell 
Here robot is located approximately at the center of the cell and the equipments are 
arranged within the reach of robot. The robot services the equipments in particular 
sequences of its operation. 
 

 
 

Figure: 2.1 Robot- centered work cell 
 

2. In-line robot work cell 
More robots are located along a line conveyor. Work is organized so each robot 
performs assembly operation on each part. (eg. welding line) 

 
 

Figure: 2.2 In-line robot work cell 
 
 

There are 3 types of work part transport systems used in-line robot work cell.  
 Intermittent Transfer 
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Parts are moved in a start- and stop motion from one station to another along the 
line. It is also called synchronous transfer since all parts are moved simultaneously 
to the next stop.  
The advantage of this system is that the parts are registered in a fixed location and 
orientation with respect to the robot during the robot's work cycle. [7] 

 
 Continuous Transfer 

 
Work parts are moved continuously along the line a constant speed. The robot has to 
perform the tasks as the parts move along. The position and orientation of the parts 
with respect to any fixed location along the line are continually changing. The result 
in a tracking problem, that is, the robot must maintain the relative position and 
orientation of its tool with respect to the work part. This tracking problem can be 
partly solved by: the moving baseline tracking system by moving the robot parallel 
to the conveyor at the same speed, or by the stationary baseline racking system i.e. 
by computing and adjusting the robot tool to maintain the position and orientation 
with respect to the moving part.   
 

 Non synchronous transfer 
 
This is power and free system. Each work part moves independently of other parts, 
in stop- and - go manner. When a work station has finished working on a work part, 
that part then proceeds to the next work station. Hence, same times that others are 
being processed on the line at the same time that others are being transported or 
located or located between stations. Here, the timing varies according to the cycle 
time requirements of each station.  
Design and operation of this type of transfer system is more complicated than the 
other two because each part must be provided with its own independently operated 
moving cart. However problem of designing and controlling the robot system used 
in the power-and- free method is less complicated than for the continuous transfer 
method.  
For the irregular timing of arrivals, sensors must be provides to indicate to the robot 
when to begin its work cycle. The more complex problem of part registration with 
respect to the robot that must be solved in the continually moving conveyor systems 
are not encountered on either the intermittent transfer or the non-synchronous 
transfer. [7] 
 

3. Mobile work cell 

In this arrangement, the robot is provided with a means of transport, such as a mobile base, 
within the work cell to perform various tasks at different locations.  
The transport mechanism can be floor mounted track or overhead railing system that 
allows the robot to be moved along linear paths.  
Mobile robot cells are suitable for installations where the robot must service more than one 
station(production machine) that has long processing cycles, and the stations cannot be 
arranged around the robot in a robot- centered cell arrangement.    
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2.1.1 Multiple robot and machine interface  
 

 Physical interface of robot. 
 
Here the work volume of the robots in the cell is overlapping, posing dangers of collision. 
Collisions can be prevented by separating the roots so that their work volumes are not 
overlapping. However there are cases where the robots work on the same component piece 
or where the robots in turns, work n the component. Here the programmed work cycles of 
the robots must be coordinated so that they will not be near enough to risk a collision.  
 
 

 Machine interference 
This occurs when two or more machines are being serviced by one robot. Machine 
interface can be measured as the total idle time of all the machines in the cell as compared 
to the operator (or robot) cycle time. The measure is commonly expresses as a percent. [7] 
 
 
2.2 Advantage of designing and simulations a robot cell  
 
To create and optimize automated manufacturing systems, simulation based software are 
necessary. Overall time is decreased when we use simulation software to design robot cell. 
e.g. if a robot cannot reach a gripper placed on a tool stand. In a simulation this problem is 
solved relatively quickly compared to a real robot cell where the tool stand have to be de-
attached from the floor and re-attached to a new location and the robot have to be 
reprogrammed to get to the new location. In the simulation the repositioning problem and 
the required robot path is solved with a relocation of the tool stand and the affected robot 
paths points[2]. A more critical example would be if the robot collides with a resource. In 
the real robot cell the robot and the resource may be damaged and this can result, if 
unfortunate with a non functional robot or resource.  
 
However in the simulated robot cell robots or resources will never be damaged, the 
solution is just a simple press on the reset button. A simulation based robot cell is if used 
correctly a more economical justified approach when constructing a real robot cell. A 
simulations main benefit is that in a simulation there is a possibility to test if the planned 
robot cell layout, tools and parts can function together. The cost for this is negligible 
compared to if the robot cell where constructed and tested in reality.[3] 
 
Another advantage is offline programming. Industrial robot programming based on off-line 
techniques and simulation systems enables the creation and optimization of robot programs 
without interfering with production, and thereby reducing downtimes. Moreover, off-line 
programming also offers the possibility of using simulation technology to make 
experiments with a variety of scenarios and processes. [6] 
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2.3 Tecnomatix Robot simulation software  
 
2.3.1 Tecnomatix 

We will discuss about the Tecnomatix software which is expected to use in the digital 

factory environment of the proposed system. The main research area falls into overview, 

Architecture and Installation of the Tecnomatix software in the digital factory 

environment.  

2.3.2 Overview 

According to Siemens Product Lifecycle Management Software Inc.(2015) Tecnomatix is 

a comprehensive platform of digital manufacturing solution which addresses the industry 

challenges in the manufacturing process by linking all relevant processes together  with 

product engineering such as from process layout and design, process simulation and 

validation to manufacturing execution.  Further, Tecnomatix is built upon the open Product 

Lifecycle Management (PLM) and therefore it will help to streamline the whole life cycle 

of a product in the manufacturing process. Further, Siemens Product Lifecycle 

Management Software Inc. (2015) illustrates that PLM software has the capability to build 

consistent data structure by consolidating systems and simultaneously it will have the 

capability to work as a single team in the process of design, production, support and retire 

products. Therefore it can be called as an enterprise strategy and information strategy 

software as well as transformational business strategy.  

PLM is a system designed to collect information about a product during its design and 
preserve that information thought the life of a product.  The availability of that information 
can be used to assure proper use, maintenance, repair and disposal of the equipment.  
So PLM software enables companies to manage the life-cycle of a product efficiently and 

cost effectively throughout the process of product’s conception, design, manufacture, 

transportation, utilization, disposal and recycling. Further, PLM software basically consists 

of Computer-aided Design (CAD), Computer-aided Manufacturing (CAM), Computer-

aided Engineering (CAE), Product Data Management (PDM) and Digital Manufacturing 

and it supports continuous innovation.  

Tecnomatix is a part of the Siemens PLM Platform (Please see Figure 2.3.1) and it can be 

categorized into groups as follows: 

 Part Planning and Validation – Consists of Part Manufacturing Planner, Machining 
Line Planner, Press Line Simulation, Virtual Machine Tool 

 Assembly Planning and Validation – Utilized in Process Designer, Process Planner, 
Process Simulate Assembly, Process Simulate Human, Jack (Control of assembly 
processes, ergonomics, etc. 
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 Robotics and Automation Planning - it is exploited in Process Designer, Process 
Simulate Robotics, Robcad, Process Simulate Spot Weld (Robotic production process, 
etc.) 

 Plant Design and Optimization - it is used in Factory Cad, Factory Flow, Plant 
Simulation (Optimization of production processes, etc.). 

 Quality and Production Management - Dimensional Planning and Validation (DPV), 
Variation Analysis (VSA), CMM Inspection, Manufacturing Execution Systems 
(MES), HIM/SCADA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Siemens PLM Platform (Source: Noble Tek, 2015) 

As Figure 2.4 shows initially, through Process Designer or TCM Process Planner, rough 

planning and data link will be collated by the first category surfaces. Then, via Process 

Simulate Assembly, Process Simulate Robotics or Robcad, Process Simulate Human or 

Jack softwares detailed planning and second category surfaces simulation will be 

complied. Finally, by third category surfaces designing and optimization will be prepared 

via Factory CAD, Factory FLOW and Plant Simulation software. As seen in Figure  Figure 

2.4 all groups and elements will be connected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Siemens PLM software family 
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Factory CAD software is a superstructure of AutoCAD software and it is a factory layout 

application, which will enable user to create detailed intelligent factory models without 

dealing with drawing lines, arcs and circles. Further, it allows user to work with smart 

objects in a virtual factory environment such as from floor and overhead conveyors, 

mezzanines and cranes to material handling containers and operators.  As a result, time can 

be saved as user can layout the model and represent material flow and graphical and 

numerical cost of transportation of individual variants, etc. easily with the smart objects 

without wasting time for drawing equipment. 

Plant Simulation is appropriate for optimization of industrial factory processes in 2D 

layout. Further, Plant Simulation contains dynamical simulation, utilization of people and 

machines, identification of impalpable places in workstation, transport of supply, 

verification of strategies, occupancy of stores, optimization of production processes, etc. 

Primarily, Jack software is a human simulation tool to create designs with virtual people 

and performing human factors and ergonomic analysis. Since, Jack software contains a 

biomechanical model of a human being; it enhances the workplace safety and efficiency 

while improving the ergonomics at the workplace. Further, it will analyze and do the 

necessary improvements/elimination of occupational diseases in order to deliver a better, 

an inexpensive way to capture human movement to drive the model for ergonomics 

analysis. Special electronic gloves can be used for transferring of human movements. In 

addition, Software Process Designer acts as a rough planner for operations, resources and 

products used in the 3D simulation environment and balancing of product lines, etc. In 

contrast, Process Simulate fulfill it work as a detail planner to support for accurate 

analysis, simulation of operations, collision planning, time analysis, ergonomic analysis, 

Offline Programming of Robots (OLP) and Virtual Commissioning (VC), etc. This study 

will mainly concentrate on Process Designer and Process Simulate and both platforms will 

be illustrate in the following sections. One of the main reasons of a virtualization will be 

the reduction of costs and improvement, higher quality and faster Product Lifecycle 

Management process. Also it is related to the rule 1:10:100, which generally says that 1 

euro spent on prevention will save 10 euro on failure costs. It can be clearly identified that 

if the errors can be discovered in the later phases of development or even after the 

manufacturing phase, cost of failure will be increased. Further, either user can model 

solutions which exists or model new product lines, halls, etc. and can be optimized the 

solution without necessity of real devices, technologies and create variants to utilize the 

maximum level of technology. Therefore, since all the necessary tasks are already prepared 
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in the PLM software, it is not necessary to cut off the product line for long time to build a 

new solution.  

 

2.3.3 Architecture 

Basically, Tecnomatix software is organized in three layers and conFigureuration of the 

software consists of three tires as follows, (Please refer Figure 2.5) 

Tire  1 – Oracle Database 

Tire 2 – eMServer 

Tire 3- client  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Tecnomatix software Architecture 

 

According to SUNDSTROM, N. (2010), Oracle Database Server’s main responsibility is to 

manage project information data and guarantee that the data updates are managed 

precisely. The eMServer is the core element in the configuration and it is in the next layer.  

Though in the database a single event may contain multiple schemas, eMServer has the 

ability to work only with one schema at a time. Main responsibility of the eMServer is to 

maintain the communication between the clients and the databases as the services provided 

by the eMServer to applications or clients are forwarded to the database.  

 

Further, according to the rules and logic of the manufacturing process, eMServer provides 

services and modeling of elements. Technically, eMServer is an application server hosted 

by Microsoft’s COM+ technology. In addition, eMServer requires access to a file server 

(Systemroot), for non-database files such as documents, 3D components, and engineering 

files used in Tecnomatix applications. As an example, 3D models will be placed in the 
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system root, if user want to add models to Process Designer or Process Simulate. The final 

layer consists of different clients which enables to represent the applications in the 

Tecnomatix environment such as Process Designer, Process Simulate, Plant Simulation, 

etc.  in order to utilize Application Programming Interface (API) successfully. Instead of 

name, there are identification IDs to describe elements in Tecnomatix in order to uniquely 

identify the elements. 

 

The data structure of Tecnomatix environment is shown in Figure 2.3.4. As mentioned in 

above, database is divided into schemas and these schemas are consists of projects which 

are each made up of objects/nodes structured in trees. These nodes can be products, 

operations, resources and manufacturing features which helps to define the manufacturing 

process. A tree only contains a group of the same nodes such as resources. Then, attributes 

can be attached to the nodes such as files with 3D data or AutoCAD.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 : Data Structure in the Tecnomaix Environment 

 

 12ue sensor - it allows to create sensor for a device. If joints of 
device reaches a set value (or defined pose) sensor signal is activated. It allow to find the 
cylinder position. It automatically creates a sensor signal with BOOLEAN values (true and 
false).  
 

 Joint distance sensor - it enables on-line monitoring of a device joint.  
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 Property sensor - it enables to detect property of parts during simulation, such 
as temperature, color, barcode and so one. To allocate properties on part we use 
Property Projector. The property sensor signal has INT, DINT and REAL data 
type values. 

 Proximity sensor - it enables to detect a mutual distance between two objects. 
Sensor has BOOLEAN values true and false. It is activated when defined object 
enter to certain set distance of a proximity sensor. Proximity sensor does not have 
a graphical representation and it is located to selected resource (object) in Process 
Simulate. 

 Photoelectric sensor - it enables to monitor crossing of beam by objects. It has 
BOOLEAN values true and false. Photoelectric sensors consists of lens and beam. 
We can de_ne diameter and width of lens and length of beam. To see defined beam in 
Graphical View of Process Simulate we have to use Display Detection. 
Zone command in CEE menu.  
 

 Creation of new sensors is located in Sensor menu of Process Simulate 
 
 

 Overview of signals 
 
“Signal viewer” allows to create signals in PS environment. These signals are representing 
all the sensors signals, robot input output signals. Later stage these created signals can be   
import to the PLC symbolic table. “Simulations panel” provide the platform to indicate the 
all created sensors true or false stage. Further manually signals can be activate.  
 
2.3.4 Process Simulate (PS) software modules and their task 
 

Table 2.1: Process Simulate software modules and there task 
 
Operation Software module 

name  
Task  

Place the robot in collision 
free area and avoid the 
collision  

 Smart Place Check whether the robot end effecter 
can reach to  all the weld locations  
Collision test with robots and other 
resources in the cell  
Providing all the possible places that 
robot can place (The robot can reach 
all the weld points and collision free 
areas). 

Create arc welding 
trajectory path 

 Weld It allow to generate the “Arc welding” 
and “Sport welding” weld path 

 Create weld 
points 

Arc welding trajectory path has been 
created using this module.  

Virtually teach the robot to 
follow the created weld 
trajectory path 

 Weld 
distribution 
center  

provide auto create collision free 
trajectory path that reach all the weld 
points.  
Testing the weld gun approach angle to 
the weld locations  
Can flip the weld points 
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Upload the robot virtual 
controller ( Siemens offline 
programming package) 

 Under “Robot 
Properties “ 
Robot controller  

It help to create the robot program in 
particular robot language. If the robot 
does not has a  “ Offline programming 
package” user can use default 
controller  

Create the Offline 
programming for the robot 
weld operation  
Create the Offline 
programming for the robot 
weld operation 

 Path editor  It allow to provide the weld gun 
reaching speed, welding velocity, 
welding time and other required data   

 Teach Pendent Virtual control box for programming 
the motion of the robot. Robot can set 
to “ teach mode” and pendant is allow 
to follow the previously created weld 
path and generate the offline program 

Download the robot 
program and upload the 
robot program to the virtual 
controller  

 Robot program 
inventory  

Using robot offline programming 
package it download the robot program  
Downloaded robot program can be 
uploaded in to the virtual controller 
and verified it.   

  
Create sensors and signals  
 
 

 Sensors 
module  

 
 
 

As chapter 2.3.8 describes, it provide 
facility to create required sensors and 
signals. Later stage these developed 
signals can be import in to the  PLC 
symbolic table.     

Developed signals can be use to 
integrate with plc via OPC server and 
do the virtual commissioning  
 
 

Event base  Simulation and 
integrate the  virtual layout 
with real PLC 

 PLC tab PLC tab has CEE (Cyclic Event 
Evaluation) simulation option. It allow 
to simulate the cell process base on 
signals. 
Using PLC tab we can integrate the 
virtual layout and real PLC via OPC 
server and we can simulate cell process 
using real time signal exchange.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 

 
3.1 AAPICO robot cell planning and constructions  
 
AAPICO Hi-tech Public Company Limited, in Thailand, manufactures automotive sub 
parts. AAPICO uses robot cells for arc welding, spot welding, pick and place processing. 
Cell process planning and requirements are provided by the automobile companies. 
AAPICO developed the 3D cad designing of the cell according to the cell process 
requirements and AAPICO also has designed and verified cell process by simulating robot 
cell using Siemens Tecnomatics Process Simulate software from last three years. They 
programmed the robots using conventional robot teaching methods with several repeated 
trial and error testing and cell controlled program was developed by the outside engineers.   
 

Table 3.1: AAPCIO robot cell palming and designing task distribution 
 
Task Done by 
Cell process planning  Automobile companies  
Designing the cad models  AAPICO engineers  
Robot program APPICO engineers 
Cell control program (plc) Outside engineers  
 
3.1.1 Description about the case study cell  
 
The main process in case study is to make robot cell to carry out the weld operation for 
automotive sub parts of Toyota Company. As the following Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 
show we can categorize the resources and objects that are useful in the cell construction. 
Weld operation is carried out by OTC arc welding robot.  In Left and right sides, both jigs 
are containing a total of 10 weld parts (Figure 3.1: b). 
 
 

 Weld Parts 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1: a. Finished welded parts (left side) and virtual layout weld part (right 
side) with weld points 
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Figure 3.1: b. Weld parts 
 

 Rescores  
 

 
Left side and right side jigs                Weld OTC robot with stand        Weld gun                  
 

Figure 3. 2: Rescores of the weld cell. 
 
 
This arc welding robot cell has named as TOYOTA640 and resources and parts have 
arranged in the shop floor in the most optimized way. Geometries are located in order to 
carry out the weld operations with the use of one weld robot. Figure 3.3 shows the actual 
TOYOTA640 weld cell geometries arrangement in the AAPICO shop floor.  

 
 

Figure 3.3: Actual TOYOTA640 weld cell geometries arrangement in the AAPICO 
shop floor. 
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Figure 3.4: Finished weld parts 
 
We can divide the cell tasks as follows.  
 

1. Operator tasks 
2. Arc welding robot tasks 
3. Jig tasks 

 
1. Operator tasks  

 
The operator should be a skillful and experienced ark welder. The purpose is he is 
checking the weld quality after finished the welding process.  He has to load the parts and 
after finishing the welding process, he has to unload the welded part and check the weld 
quality. He is also responsible for starting of the operation process.  
 

2. Arc welding robot tasks  
 

OTC ark welding robot is selected. It is a 6 DOF robot specially designed for arc welding. 
The Advantage of using two arc welding robots is to enhance the productivity. Existing 
robots have been programmed using teaching mode.  
 

3. Jig tasks  
 

This is used as a plat form to hold the welding parts. When operator has finished loading 
the parts jig will clamp those parts. There are two jigs left and right side. They are placed 
within the robot work volume. 
Following table shows the overall process in the weld cell.  
 

Table 3.2 : TOYOTA640 weld cell task flow 
 
Step Man Jig Robot Time 
1 Load Parts (10 

parts) 
   

2  Clamps all the 
weld parts  

  

3   Left side weld 
operation 

 

4   Right side weld 
operation 

 

5  Unclamp   
6 Unload Parts     
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 Cell operation sequence 
 

 
 

Figure 3.5: ARC welding cell process sequence 
 

3.2 Thesis case study  
 
As objective described our goal is to analyze the AAPCIO conventional robot cell 
designing process and suggest the new cell designing concept. Here we are going to 
describe the methodology of developing the virtual layout in order to generate the robot 
program for the weld process and cell control PLC program to control the overall cell 
process.     
Figure 3.6 describes overall process of developing offline robot program and developing 
process of cell control PLC program without disturbing to the production process. Virtual 
layout is designed using Siemens PLM process simulation software, following the arc 
welding cell (Figure  3.7) in the AAPICO shop floor.   

 
 

Figure 3.6: the case study work flow 
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Figure  3.7: PS system layout base on actual cell with created signals (left side) and 
actual cell in the AAPICO shop floor 

 
3.3 Thesis work distributing 
  
AAPICO engineers provided the existing cell PS cad designing and virtual layout which 
had simulated base on time. We developed the virtual layout required to generate the robot 
weld operation program. Further we improved the system layout by adding sensors and 
signals that can be used to debug the PLC program and set up the cell control program 
(PLC program) 
 

Table 3.3: Thesis work distributing 
 
Task Done by Software name/ 

special modules 
Designing the cell cad designing  AAPICO engineers Autocad 
Designing virtual system layout and time 
base simulation 

AAPICO engineers Tecnomatics PLM PS 
software.  

Using offline programming generate the 
robot weld operation program 

From author  Tecnomatics PLM PS 
software. ( Offline 
programming package 
from Siemens) 

Improved the system layout by adding 
sensors and signals 

From author Tecnomatics PLM PS 
software. (Event base 
simulations) 

set up the cell control program (PLC 
program) 
 

From author Siemens s7 300 
(S7 graph)  

Created 
signals  
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Flow chart in Figure 3.8: shows overall process of designing a robot cell layout in PS 
environment, and how it can be extended to create offline programming. 

  
 

Figure 3.8: Overall process of designing a robot cell layout in PS environment and 
develop offline programming 
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3.3.1 Designing the cell geometries  
 
All the cell components have been designed by AAPICO engineers using AutoCAD 
software.  Following Figure  3.8: shows the all the cell components which are designed.  

 

 
 

Figure  3.9: Arc welding cell resources geometries which are designed in Autocad 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure  3.10: Weld parts  geometries which are designed in Autocad 
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3.3.2 Convert geometries in to .Jt format 
 
We will use Tecnomatix PLM process simulate software to developed virtual layout. Since 
Tecnomatix need .Jt format files, Primarily, CAD files have to be converted into “.Jt” format.   
 
Steps 

1. Open cad models in NX software 
2. Convert in to .jt files  

 
 

Figure  3.11: Convert the cad designed in to “.jt” format 
 

3.3.3 Develop virtual layout of the arc welding cell in PS environment  
 
Tecnomatics PLM software provides the facility to arrange robotics cell in the virtual 
environment and this section will outline the way of designing an arc welding robot cell.  
Firstly digital factory environment should be created in PS software. Cad files which are 
converted in to “.jt format”, should be imported to the PS environment and define the 
resources  and parts as Figure  3.12 shows.  
 

 
 

Figure 3. 12: Define the resources and parts for virtual layout 
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Refer to Figure3.12: Data Structure in the Tecnomaix Environment  shows that we have to 
create the process nodes. Inside the process nodes we can create all the cell operations such 
as welding operations, jigs kinematics operations (Figure  3.13 navigation tree2).  It allows 
to open the process in event base simulation. Figure  3.13 shows the “prstation process 
node”.  

 
 

Figure  3.13: Process node for the virtual layout 
 
3.3.4 Positioning geometries  
 
It is very important to position the geometries and Figure  out the best arrangement in the 
limited work space in shop floor. The main advantage is by using virtual layout we can 
identify and test the most efficient cell arrangements, prior to the actual construction are 
done. Another main advantage is PS has capability to place the robot at best position so 
that the weld gun could achieve all the weld points. This could be achieved by the use of 
smart placing option, this option automatically generate several locations where the robot 
could be placed in order to carry out a collision free weld. Following Figure  3.13 shows 
the cell geometries arrangement.  
 

 
 

Figure  3.14:  Robot cell geometries arrangement 
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Since both jigs, welding process are carried out by one robot, jigs are arranged in “v shape” 
as Figure  3.14 shows. So that robot end effecter will reach to all the weld points. 
 
 
3.3.5 Defining kinematics 
 
The kinematic chain is the simplest example of a kinematic tree. It is an open loop, string 
linked mechanism. All the links, except the first, have one parent. Also all the links, except 
the last, have one child. There is no limit to the length of a kinematic chain. 
 
It is very important to define kinematics motion to the system.  Since robot cad model 
which is downloaded from the OTC webpage, has developed kinematics motion. So we 
have to define the jigs kinematics and motion operations.  
 
3.3.6 Define kinematics motions to jig component prototypes 
 
Following Figure  3.15 shows the all the cylinders which we are used for clamping 
process. Each block two cylinders are used to top and back side clamping (refer to Figure  
3.15.). So there are five front side cylinders and 5 back side cylinders, all to gather 10 
cylinders support for left side lamping process. Similarly 10 cylinders are support for right 
side jigs clamping process.  
 

  
 

 
 

Figure  3.15: Left side jigs cylinders which are supporting for the clamping 
 

Left side front cylinders for 
clamp from top   

Back side cylinders for 
clamp from back side   
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Figure  3.16: Front clamp kinematic chain 
 
After defining the kinematics motion, we have to create the kinematics motions to close 
and open the clamps according to the cell process.  

 
 

Figure  3.17: Defined kinematics motions for the clamps open and close process 
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3.3.7 Defining robot tool path for the weld operations 
 
The next main step is to generate the weld path, when generating the weld path the stream 
lines will make it easier to understand and distribute the weld points to balance the 
geometry. The key point when generating the weld location is that the weld points do not 
depend on the robot.  
 

 
 
Figure 3.18: Finished weld parts (left side) and cad module of the weld part with the 
welding path ( right side) 
 
As Figure  3.18 shows arc welding process help to join the small part to the big metal part. 
Figure  3.19 shows the required arc welding path which we have to generate.  
 

 
 

Figure  3.19: Arc welding tool path 
 
The strategy that we used was create 8 weld paints from A to B and then teach to robot go 
through  the weld points which are created in between  A to B. To increase the accuracy of 
the path, we can increase more points between A and B.  
 
Create Weld Points is an option of Process Simulate which is a direct way how to add weld 
points on parts and, subsequently, to define weld operation on these points. These points 
must be projected before doing this. In Process Designer or Process Simulate there is 
automatically created a Manufacturing Features Library in Working Folder in Navigation 
Tree. 

A 

B 
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a.Create weld points                b. Project the weld points  
 

Figure  3.20: Weld points and weld vectors creating steps 
 
After create weld points “A to B” next step is project the weld points as Figure  3.3.13 b 
shows. Then the weld points will be appearing in vectors. “Mirror” option can be use for 
defining the weld locations of other parts.  
 
 
Process Simulate now includes a dedicated arc welding process application, including 
seam projection, alignment and orientation control. Torch alignment tools enable the user 
to manipulate the seam locations after projection in order to support offline programming 
and simulation for continuous arc welding processes. 
 
Now we can select the robot and the weld gun relevant to the weld operation. Since we are 
following the AAPICO arc welding cell as a case study, we select the same OTC robot for 
the weld operation.  
 
3.3.8 Place the OTC robot  
 
The next main step is continued by placing the robot at best position so that the weld gun 
could achieve all the weld points. This could be achieved by use of smart placing option, 
this option automatically generate several locations where the robot could be place in order 
to carry out a collision free weld.  
 

 
 

Figure  3.21: “smart placing” option check the reachable test with the end effecter 
and weld points. 
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This “smart placing” optioned check x,,y,z 3D section area where that robot can place, so 
that it end effecter will reach to al the weld points. This option helps to reduce the time and 
unnecessary collision at the shop floor. On the other hand by choking the result in 3D 
volume, without effort easily we can realize the best place to place the robot.    
 
3.3.9 Teach virtual robot to follow the defined welding path 
  
Finally it ended, by teaching the best weld path to the robot.  Tools such as location 
manipulator can be used to teach the weld path. After placed the robot in work cell, the 
weld operations must be assigned. To assign the operations, should be select the new 
compound operations.  
 
 “Weld Distribution Center” option in the software provide facility to teach the robot to 
follow the weld path .  Using “PIE Chart icon” from the dialog box ( )  again we can 
check the weld gun wheather reach to the relevent weld points or not. Also with the use of  
Location PIE chart the vector in the weld loction can be changed by changin the bar under 
to section  “Rotate Location Around  Perpendicular”.  

 
 

Figure  3.22: “ Weld distribution center”  and “Location pie chart” 
 
As Figure  shows “Weld distribution center” and “Location pie chart” provide facility to 
define the welding operation. The blue are represents the section which the weld robot 
could reach and the pink area represents the sections which the robot cannot reach. In that 
circle there are two lines in the center of the circle, one is a short line and the other line is a 
long. The long line should always be in the blue area so that the welding robot can reach 
the jigs to continue the welding process. Same procedure should be carried out to other 
welding lactations as well. Once the reach test is completed then the collision test should 
be carried out. 
 
We can check the best approach angle for the wildling gun using “Location pie chart”. 
Further these data can use to optimize the welding operation or modify the welding 
operation in the later stage.  
 
Using above procedure, OTC arc welding robot should be teach to follow the weld 
locations in both left side and right side of the jigs. It is very impotent to check the 
collision with weld gun and jigs as Figure  3.24. 
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Figure  3.23: Weld operations for the left and right side of the jigs 
 

 
 

Figure  3.24: Collision checking 
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Since weld part are loaded by the operator and unloaded by himself, we have defined 
“display event operation” for appear the weld parts and “blank event operation” for 
disappear the weld parts. 
 
3.4 Offline programming  
 
3.4.1 Welding process simulation and downloading the robot program   
 
Using Tecnomatrix software, we can simulate the welding process and download the 
relevant robot program.  Figure  3.3.16 shows the two defined welding operations for both 
left and right sides. Cell welding process can be simulated base on the time sequence. 
 
First, we develop the robot end effectors trajectory path. Next we install the robot 
controller to the virtual robot. There are two types of robot controllers. One is default robot 
controller provided by the Tecnomatrix PLM software. The other is customized robot 
controllers developed by Siemens, which is specially designed for downloading accurate 
program in specific robot language. 
  

 Default Robot Controller; 
         Process Simulate itself has a default robot controller. It supports for any kind of 
robots. It is able to provide robot trajectory inverse kinematics and joints speed. But using 
above detail engineer should developed the robot program.  
 

 Customized robot controller.  
It consist with two package;  

 Robot Controller Simulation module (RCS module) 
 Offline Programming package (OLP package) 

 
OLP package has been developed by Siemens and it provide the facility to download the 
robot program that allow to follow the weld path by the end effecter with an accuracy of 
80%. RCS module has been developed by the robot manufacturing company. This virtual 
controller should be buy from the robot manufacturing company. Manufacturer employs 
exact knowledge of the robot's   characteristic which lead to generate accurate joint values 
for robot motion.  If we used RCS module and OLP package both we can generate high 
accuracy program and there will be lesser calibration at the shop floor. To install above 
controllers you have to know robot detail, model, and controller version. 
 
After install the virtual controller to the robot further you have to get the machine data 
from the robot manufacturing company or the shop floor real robot. It will contain TCPF, 
tool info.  After install the machine data You will get all same environment as shop floor 
robot. After that, you have to calibrate your virtual robot by reference to shop floor data 
that you just get it in. 
 
3.4.2 Setup the weld operation program for OTC robot 
 
Since OTC robot manufacturing company does not provide the free student version of RCS 
module or Siemens does not develop the OLP package, we used Default Robot Controller 
to download the robot program.  
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3.4.3 Steps of generating the offline program for the weld operation  
 

1. Install the default program template.  
 

 
 

Figure  3.25: Select the default program template. 
 
We used default program template that provide by the Tecnomatics PS software’ It is 
recommended to use particular robot program template.  

2. Setup the required data to each weld points using (“Teach pendant” ) 
 

 
 

Figure  3.26: Setup the required data such as motion type, joint speed, weld time so 
on 

During this step user should provide the welding speed, welding time, robot joint 
accelerations using Teach pendant. 
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3. Using “Robot conFigureuration” tool we should teach the robot to follow the previously 

defined weld points. Here software provides all the possible approach of end effecter to 
weld location. Engineer can select the best approach (software does not provide the 
approaching methods)  in order to reduce the cycle time. 

 
 

Figure  3.27: Using Robot configuration tool, virtually teach the robot for the weld 
operation 

  
4. Next step is downloading the robot program. We can drag the precisely defined weld 
operation in side to the program inventory. Using data that we configure  to each weld 
points we can generate the robot program in to the default robot program language.  
Figure 3.28 shows the generated default robot program language. Engineer can developed 
the robot program in OTC robot language easily using default robot program data. 
 

 
 

Figure  3.28: Robot Program Inventory 
 

5. Now your program is ready to download. 
Downloaded program is in .src format. You can uploaded the downloaded program  
In to the virtual controller and test the tool path trajectory motion.  
 

Robot program  
inventory  
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Figure  3.29: Download tool path program 
 
To be able to download (generate) a program into the OTC robot we used a default 
controller but the program is quite general and it requires to be written in OTC language 
with help from generated program data.  
 
Modified existing robot cell virtual layout using two ABB robots to do offline 
programming using OLP package provide by Siemens.   
 
We modified existing robot cell virtual layout using two ABB robots whose purpose is to 
generate the robot program using OLP, since ABB is proving OLP to students free. We 
again generate the robot program for the arc welding operation in ABB language by help 
of ABB OPL package provided by Siemens.    

For OLP, we have to know ABB robot detail, its model and controller version.  We have to 
get the machine data from the Simons site. It contained TCPF, tool information. We next 
load the robot backup to robot controller setting. 
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1. Setup the ABB OLP package as a controller and select the controller version  
2.  

 
 

Figure  3.30: Upload the ABB OLP package to the virtual controller 
 

3. Load the machine date template  

 
 

Figure  3.31: Load the machine data from robot backup file 
 
4. Update the tool data 

 
 

Figure  3.32: Robot tool data 
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Rest of the steps that used to create the robot program are same as described above under 
the default controller. Using ABB OLP package it allows to generate program that make 
sure to follow the end effecter tool path with 80% accuracy. Furthermore it is required 
RCS module from the ABB to increase the accuracy.   
 

 
3.4.4 Cell program 
 
PLC is the main controller in the automated work cell since PLC is optimized for the 
supervisory control. PLC program will control the jig actuators and give relevant signal to 
the robot controllers. Our next goal is to develop the system layout by adding sensors and 
signals that can be used to debug the PLC Program and set up the cell control program 
(PLC ). For that we have to change the Tecnomatics software’s time base simulation mode 
to Event base simulation mode. 
 
3.4.4.1 Defining Sensors 
 
We did not define all the input and output that used in the real APPICO cell. For the 
simplifications we limited the robot input output signals and cell input output signals. 
Following Figure s show the added sensors and there task 
 
1) Photoelectric sensors for detecting weld parts  
 

 
 

Figure  3.33: Photoelectric sensors for detect the weld part availability 
 
As Figure 3.33 shows that, the cell include 5 slots in left side in lefts side jig and another 5 
slots in right side to hold the weld parts in right side jig. So there are 10 photoelectric 
sensors to detect the weld part availability.  
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Figure  3.34: All the Photoelectric sensors signals in simulation panel 
 
2) Defining joint value sensor for clamping cylinders 
Joint value sensors work as limit switches to send the signal when the cylinder reach to 
home (clamp) and the cylinder reach to max translation value (un clamp) There are two 
cylinders in each blocks. So all to gather 4x5=20 joint value sensors in left side jig and 
another 20 in right side jig. 

 
 

Figure  3.35: Defined joint value sensor 
 
Two joint value sensor to defined side and top clamps are open 

 
 

Figure  3.36: Joint value sensor signals to defined clamp open and close (for one 
block) 
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Table 3.4: is summarized the entire sensors and actuators task.  
 

Table 3.4: All the sensors and actuators task 
 

 
 
 
Number of input (34) 

 emergency stop button-1 
 Start button -1 
 input from Robot is ready for the weld operation-1 
 input from Robot is at home-1 
 input from joint value sensors -20 
 input from photoelectric sensors – 10 

 
 
Number of output (22) 

 output from Robot to denote left side and right side weld process start -2 
 emergency stop lamp- 1  
 20solenoid valve -20 

 
Sensors and Actuators  
 

 Twenty solenoid valve 
 Twenty joint value sensors  
 Ten photoelectric sensors 
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3.4.4.2 Defining the material flow  
 
In event base simulation mode it is necessary to generate the material flow in order to 
appear the welding parts in between loading and unloading time period. The Material Flow 
Viewer appears in the Viewers sub-option in the View menu. The Material Flow Viewer 
displays operations that consume parts and material flow links between the operations. 
This enables to view and control the way parts are passed between the operations in a line 
simulation. 
Initially, the system evaluates the operations’ start conditions. When the operations run, it 
checks which operation should appear relevant. In our case welding parts should be appear 
at the beginning (in real cell operator load the weld parts) till the welding process finished. 
When the clamps are open weld parts should be disappear. (Real cell operator unloads the 
weld parts). Following Figure  shows the created material flow.   
 

 
Figure  3.37: System material flow 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Welding process 
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3.4.4.3 Following flow chart is described PLC program.  
 
 

 
 

Figure  3.38: PLC program flow chart 
 
The desired behavior of a controlled plant can be described in terms of states and transitions 
between states. A transition from a given state to next state of the system is caused by the 
occurrence of one or more inputs. The output’s value may depend only on states. 
 
Based on the time base and CEE (Cyclic Event Evaluation) simulation facility in PLM 
software enables easily generation of PLC programming. Figure  3.38 shows the flow chart 
of the PLC program which is created based on the (Table3.2) ARC welding cell process 
sequence. CEE simulations have been developed base on the signals. If required conditions 
are fulfilled under the transaction condition it allows switching to the next step of the 
process sequence.    
 PLC program can be developed by using the transition and output functions. This named as 
sequential function chart and in Siemens SFC program can be developed in s7 graph. SFC 
provides facility to designing and implementing sequential control systems utilizing 
programmable controllers. The advantage is using less time you can create the cell control 
program. On the other hand all the signals have been developed in PS virtual environment 
so you can import the symbolic table to the S7 graph.    Above implement the state transition 
graph which describes the desired behavior of the controlled plant. The sequence is correct and 
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can be a basis for designing a PLC program. Bellow Figure  shows the developed cell 
controlled s7 graph. 
 

 
 

Figure  3.39: Cell control program which is developed using s7 graph 
 
 
 

 S7 graph transactions that allow to switch in to the next steps 
 
 

I. Initial state  
In this stage weld cell is ready to load the weld parts.  
Table: 3.4.5.1 shows the signals should satisfied to precede the next step.  
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Table 3.5: Transition 1 signals 
  
Signal name  Signal stage 
Robot Home True 
Weld parts should be loaded( each parts are 
checked by one photoelectric sensors[total 
10 sensors])   

True 

Start button  True 

 
 

Figure  3.40:  S7 graph for the first transition 
 
 

II. Clamp the weld parts 
The next step is clamping all the weld parts. In this stage both left and right side clamping 
should be proceed. If transition 1 is satisfied simultaneously both side clamping will 
proceed. Clamp or unclamp stage will indicate by limit switch sensors.  
 

 
 

Figure  3.41: Weld parts are clamped in both side 
 
After clamp has proceeded the next stage is welding process. Firstly left side weld process 
and secondly right side weld process.  
 

III. Weld operations  
Table: 3.6. shows the signals should be satisfied to precede the first welding operation “left 
side welding step”.  
 

Table 3.6: Transition 2 signals 
 
Signal name  Signal stage 
Left side limit switches signals that 
represent clamp is finished.   

True 

Right side limit switches signals that 
represent clamp is finished.   

True 
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Figure  3.42: left side weld operations S7 graph 
 
Next step is right side weld operation. As Table:3.7.  and Figure  3.43.  shows if transition 
3 is become true right side weld operation will be started. 
 

Table 3.7: Transition 3 signals 
 
Signal name  Signal stage 
“Robot home” signal   True 
Signal that represent the left side weld 
operation is finished    

True 

 
 
 

 
Figure  3.43: Right side weld operations S7 graph 

 
IV. Open the clamps 

After finished the weld operation in right side robot will provide the signal. Then robot go 
home and sent another signals. If above both signals are true transition 4 allow to proceed 
the next step of unclamp process. 
 

 
Table 3.8: Transition 4 signals 

 
Signal name  Signal stage 
“Robot home” signal   True 
Signal that represent the right side weld 
operation is finished    

True 
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Figure  3.44: Un clamp operations S7 graph 
 
 
 

V. Reset the operation 
After unload the welded parts, transition 5 will be  reset the operation by jumping in to the 
initial step.  
 

 
 

Figure  3.45: Loop the process 
 
3.4.4.4 How s7 graph Sequencer is Executed 

 
A sequencer is always executed starting with an initial step located at any position in the 
sequencer. As long as the actions of a step are being executed, this step is active. If several 
steps are being executed at the same time, they are all active steps. 
 
The next step following the satisfied transition becomes active. At the end of a sequencer, 
there is a jump to any step in this sequencer or to another sequencer of the FB. This allows 
cyclic operation of the sequencer. After you develop the sequence of the cell process with 
steps and transitions, it will automatically save in to the Data block sequencer. 
 
3.4.4.5 Requirements for Downloading the S7-GRAPH FB to the CPU 
 
 So you can download the S7-GRAPH FB program in to the real PLC cpu, which is already 
automatically created as a Data block sequencer.  
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Figure  3.46:  parameter sets of the FB 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 

 
First, robot cell process is verified by simulating the cell process base on the time 
sequence. For this we use time base simulation option on PS software. Figure 3.5: shows 
the cell process gang chart. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.1: Cell process simulated based on time sequence 
 
In this stage robot program can be generated. Figure  3.29 shows both the OTC robot 
program that was generated using default controller and the modified cell-ABB robot’s 
programmed. Both robot programs which were created has been uploaded to the virtual 
robot controllers and the robot successfully followed the defined tool path. 

 
 
Figure  4.2 verifying the generated OTC robot program by uploading program in to 

the virtual controller 
 

Virtual layout has been developed by adding sensors and signals in order to help creation 
of the cell control program (PLC) and use this layout for debug the PLC program in the 
latter stage.  
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Figure  4.3: verifying the generated ABB robots program by uploading program in to 

the virtual controller 
 

Chapter 3.4.1.3 describe that we modified excising cell by replacing existing PTC robot by 
two ABB robots. We used Offline programming package to generate the robot program in 
ABB robot language. Figure  4.3 shows the verification of the program by uploading to the 
robot program in to the virtual controller.  

 
 

Figure  4.4: Event base simulations of the cell 
 
Developed Siemens s7 cell program has been tested using PLC simulator. Following 
Figure  Figure  4.4 shows the PLC program and verification based on PLC simulator. For 
the complete program kindly go through the Appendix 
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Figure  4.5: PLC program and verification based on PLC simulator 
 
 
In later stage the cell program will be evaluated and optimized by integrating real PLC to 
PS virtual cell  via OPC server. The Virtual commissioning is shown in Figure 3.18.5. 

 
 

Figure  4.6: Virtual commissioning of the cell program 
 
A comparison of AAPICO conventional weld cell designing and our case study suggested 
methods are shown in Figure  4.4. It clearly shows that using Offline Programming (both 
cell and robot program) and virtual commissioning they can reduce their time and cost by 
half.  
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Figure  4.7: Comparison of AAPICO design and case study designing 

 
Further we suggest to use them following flow chart that shows in Figure  4.5. to design 
the robot cell. The advantage of this method is they can select the most suitable robot and 
weld gun depend on the shop floor and the task rather than conventionally use the same 
robot for the operations.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 CONCLUSION 

 
Our Case study works are focused on implementing offline programming system without 
disturbing the productions, while evaluating the “Tecnomatics PLM Process Simulate” 
software to do the offline programming and finally introduce new efficient robotics cell 
designing concept to AAPICO company. AAPICO High Tec Company has several 
robotics cell which are used for welding operations, and pick and place tasks. Last three 
years they designed the robotics cell-CAD models and the cell process sequence was 
verified using both Robcad and Tecnomatics software by Siemens. But they programmed 
robots suing conventional teaching method following the cell simulations and cell 
controlled PLC program which was developed by help of outside engineers. They spent a 
lot of money and time at the shop floor to develop both cell control PLC program and 
robot program after constructing the robotics cell. Therefore our thesis was focused on 
using offline programming concept to develop both cell control and robot program and 
verify the both programs much before actual construction is done at the shop floor.  
 
There are several offline programming system developed by university students and in 
industry using different software’s. CENIT AG - Digital Factory – Solutions, 
DELMIAV5R18 and Siemens Tecnomatics PLM software are some of them. Siemens 
Tecnomatics PLM software has used for applying the digital factory concept to the case 
study, which is one of the highly use software in industry. 
 
Firstly virtual system layout is constructed, based on the actual robot cell. Arrange the cell 
resources and parts in most efficient way, prior to the real construction finished, can  
identify the collision free most suitable place for the robot that make sure all the weld parts 
are in the robots work space are the key advantage of developing a virtual cell layout. Next 
step was to develop the robot welding tool path and virtually teach the robot in order to 
follow the earlier developed weld path. 
Most importantly, we did the offline programming to develop the robot program for 
welding operations.  A weld robot program was developed through a time based 
simulation. We used default robot controller to generate the program for the OTC robot. 
The developed program can be written in OTC language by programmer and our 
developed program will provide all the necessary data.  
Next we install two ABB robots to carry out the same weld operation and robot program 
was developed using ABB customized robot controller that was provided by the Siemens 
(ABB robot offline programming package) and developed program is in ABB language.  
 
Our next goal was improve the virtual layout by adding sensors and signals in order to help 
in the creation of the cell control program (PLC) and use this layout for debugging the PLC 
program in the latter stage. Sensors, input-output signals for jigs and robot weld operation 
is simulated using Cyclic Event Evaluator (CEE), under event based simulation. Cell 
material flow was developed to ensure that the weld parts are loaded before weld operation 
starts and unloaded when operation completes. This improved virtual layout provide an 
actual cell feeling to the programmer to develop the PLC program and programmer can 
easily import all the input output variable names in to PLC program symbolic table. Cell 
based program was developed in S7 graph, with the use of CEE simulations. S7 graph 
helps to develop graphic-based program and it helps reduce the complexity of the program. 
In the future the cell program will be tested, evaluated and optimized by integrating real 
PLC to PS virtual cell via OPC servers. 
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In conclusion from this case study AAPICO gains knowledge about using PS system 
layout plan, simulates the cell design and how to program robots and developed cell 
control program using the virtual layout while comparing the productivity of system. Even 
though we use digital factory concept for one station in assembly line this knowledge can 
be extended throughout the factory lines using CEE simulation. 
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CHAPTER 6 
FUTURE WORKS 

 
Virtual layout has been developed by adding sensors and signals in order to use this layout 
for debugging the PLC program in the latter stages. PS virtual layout and real PLC can be 
integrated via OPC server. This process is named as virtual commissioning (VC). With 
Tecnomatix virtual commissioning solutions, AAPICO can debug there cell control PLC 
codes in a virtual environment before constructing the cell at the shop floor. By simulating 
and validating cell process and the program virtually, you can confirm that they will work 
as expected and it significantly reduces the system startup time. 
Figure  4.4. shows how to integrate virtual cad design and PLC program through OPC 
server for evaluating purpose of PLC program.   
 

 Steps for the Virtual commissioning  
To create OPC connection between PLC and Process Simulation, it is necessary to follow 
several steps. We recommended to do it in following way.   
 

 Installation of Simatic Manager. It contains modules for creating of the 
OPC server in Step7. 

 Hardware and software conFigureuration of the PLC in Step7. 
  Hardware and software conFigureuration of SIMATIC PC Station in 

Step7. 
 Creating of S7 connection between the PLC and the OPC server in Step7.  
 Downloading of the PLC conFigureuration into the PLC in Step7. 
 Downloading of the OPC server conFigureuration into Station 

ConFigureuration Editor (it triggers OPC server with defined 
conFigureuration from created) 

 Finally creation of the OPC connection into Process Simulate (login to the 
OPC server as a client).  

 
  Import the PLC symbolic table and map with the virtual layout signals. 

 
Figure  6.1: S7 program symbolic table signals map with PS signals 
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 Next step is integrating the PS virtual layout and Real PLC via OPC server.  
 

OPC connection enables PLC program to run on a real PLC and do the commissioning 
with virtual layout before the actual commissioning at the shop floor. Welding cell can be 
validated and analyzed in the virtual 3D environment.  

 
In Process Simulate we can use emulation of PLC(PLC simulator) or real PLC. Emulation 
of PLC contains SIMIT and PLCSIM platform. PLCSIM does not need OPC connection 
and it is connected directly via COM-interface of Process Simulate. Process Simulate acts 
as an OPC client if we choose the OPC or SIMIT connection. Object Linking and 
Embedding (OLE) technology enables linking objects. Based on this technology, a special 
standard for automation industry called OLE for Process Control (OPC) standard was 
defined. The OPC standard specifies a communication between arbitrary PLCs of different 
manufacturer and OPC server. According to [11] OPC Data Access specification provides 
access to read and write real-time data. To get real-time data we connect to OPC server 
(KEPware Enhanced OPC server or other OPC server) as OPC clients. Figure  6.2. shows 
how to connect the OPC server using PLC tab module in PS software.  
 

 
Figure  6.2: PLC tab for connect to the OPC server 

 
 
So using VC, PLC program can be evaluated, verified and optimized for cycle time. 
Therefore when the actual cell is contracted there will be very less debugging at the shop 
floor. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 RECOMMENDATION 

 
Finally we recommend that AAPCIO fully use the Tecnomatics software facility to 
develop their cell in the future. Figure 3.3.3. discuss the overall process of designing a 
robot cell both robot program and cell program more efficiently within a shorter time 
duration.Figure 4.5. shows the comparison of AAPICO design and case study design. From 
our observation we could realize that the following offline programming will reduce their 
cell designing time by half. But AAPICO should get the license from Siemens or robot 
manufacturing company for following modules. Following Table. 7.1 shows the recurred 
modules for each task. 
 

Table. 7.1 Modules that needed for the offline programming 
Task Module name By whom 
Robot offline programming Offline programming package(this 

package allow to download the robot 
program with the accuracy of the tool path 
with 70%. You have to buy packages for 
each type of robot.) 

Siemens  

RCS module (This module is allow to 
download much accurate program along 
with robot offline programming package. 
The accuracy of the tool path with 95%.) 

Robot 
manufacturing 
companies.  

Develop PLC program  
Event base simulation  
(Allow to improve the virtual 
layout by adding sensors and 
signals. So later stage you can 
develop the PLC program and  
PS virtual layout for virtual 
commissioning)  

CEE module. (This module include 
sensors ) 
 
 

Siemens 

CEE simulation access  Siemens 

Virtual Commissioning  Virtual Commissioning access license Siemens 
  Following Figure  shows the work has done AAPCIO and the rest of the work they 
should do to generate the Offline programming.  
Robot Program. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cell control program (PLC)         
            
            
            
            
             
 

Figure  7.1: Develop offline programming for the cell control process 

Generate the 
welding tool path  

Virtually teach the robot to 
follow the welding tool path 
and time base simulation   

Install the robot virtual controller   (RCS , 
or Offline programming package )  and 
generate the robot program  

Already APPCIO has the 
knowledge APPCIO should improve  

Add sensors and signals  Define material flow    Event base simulation  and develop 
the PLC program base on event base 
simulation program  

APPCIO should improve this knowledge 
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According to the Figure  7.1 it is clear that to generate the robot program AAPCIO has to 
do less work since they already has the knowledge on defining the weld path and time base 
simulation. But for the develop the cell control program and event base simulation they 
should be carry out and it take some time to familiar with the knowledge. Compare to time 
base simulation event base simulation bit complex and time consuming. But after you get 
familiar with event base simulation it allow you to generate the PLC program and virtual 
commissioning which leads to reduce the system startup time. 
 
By this thesis we hope AAPICO has got the relevant knowledge to develop the offline 
programming and how to fully use the PS software to develop the there future robotics cell.  
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